Organisation Assurances

Short overview
Organisation Assurance

• Organisation Assurance

  • Is a program of CAcert to assure organisations so that the organisation to have their organisation name in the certificates
Organisation Assurance Process I

• How does the process works?
  • Request for Organisation Assurance at support@cacert.org
  • Organisation Assurer team gets in contact with the requestor
  • Organisation fills COAP form
    − organisation name, address and legal type
    − domains
    − appoints CAcert Assuer as Organisation Administrator
Organisation Assurance Process II

• How does the process works? cont.
  • Organisation Assurer
    - checks the identity of the organisation
    - checks if the requested domains are owned by the company
    - checks if the appointed organisation Administrator
    - checks the identity of the signer of form and whether the signer is allowed to sign on behalf of the organisation
    - creates the Organisation Account and gives a short introduction to the Organisation Administrators
Organisation Assurance

• Help needed
  • Identify register in your country that can be used to check the identity of an organisation
  • Helping developing local Organisation Assurance Policy if needed
  • Becoming Organisation Assurer
Links

- https://wiki.cacert.org/OAmanual